Pathfinder gm tips

G Ming is one of the most rewarding aspects of roleplaying. Recently, my youngest son ran me
through his first dungeon. Rules, logic and verisimilitude were all thrown aside in the pursuit of
fun. We had a great time â€” I even survived â€” and it got me thinking about advice for
beginning GMs. Do you have other advice for a beginning GM? This post is part of a week-long
celebration of my year-old son starting his first campaign for a group of his friends. Creighton is
the publisher at Raging Swan Press and the designer of the award winning adventure Madness
at Gardmore Abbey. Your email address will not be published. This site uses Akismet to reduce
spam. Learn how your comment data is processed. That way you can confer with them more
easily than trying to talk across the table. This is a great tip, David. Thanks so much for sharing
it. Such table planning would also help the experienced player pass the GM notes
surreptitiously as well. Other systems, open your core rule books to a random place and read a
page or two. Fantasy books, science fiction, and any other genre. Remember Rule 0, some of
the most fun my players have ever had were spur of the moment rulings or off-the-cuff treasure
pieces. Popped over here from your interview on Tribality. Perkins post on survivalist
dungeons. Looking forward to finding out more about what you do. Love Rule 0. Always keep
that in mind. Most importantly have fun!!!! Every DM can use the reminder every once in a while.
I have a special place in my heart for rule 3, I tend to overcomplicate stuff. Feel free to disallow
certain supplement books from the table if they add more problems for you. I am running a
Pathfinder campaign. We play on Skype, as we are not local. I find delegating looking up rules
to my daughter, who is a whiz at all things electronic, helps me a lot. She posts the relevant rule
to our Skype chat, I read it and make a ruling based on how I want to run the game. I then jot
that down for the future! One day I had a couple of other people involved that know the rules
better that happened to be watching onâ€¦ pretty soon I was deluged with rules from three
directions! I double check later with others I know to be more expert sometimes rules are
written in one place and modified in another. I pull the age card out too, one of my players is my
13 yr old grand daughter! Creighton Broadhurst Menu Skip to content. By Matt Morrow.
Facebook Twitter Website. Posted on Monday, July 7, Regardless, I only recommend products
or services I use personally and believe will add value to my readers. Please note: I reserve the
right to delete comments that are offensive or off-topic. Leave a Reply Cancel reply Your email
address will not be published. Love the list! Love it. So important to remember the basics, even
for us grognards. Run it as you see fit. Pingback: 8 Consejos para Directores de Juego novatos
â€” Dragom. From 5theditionhomebrewing. A thing for a little side project of mine Elf
Swordsman. Pat 3 of 3 of this week's Ruins of Azlant. Markhail's screams draw the party into the
temple, with Gale her NPC "follower" lol leading the charge. They fin A must see three part
episode in the depths of the Temple of Amaznen. The party finds an ally in a room they didn't
expect. Philux had an epic break through The party continues their exploration into the Temple
of Amaznen, God of Invention. As they explore, they find lost items, technology, and mystery.
Will the Part 2 of 3 for this week's Ruins of Azlant Campaign. The battle winds down in the
forgotten temple courtyard of Amaznen. However, Markhail is drawn to the s I discuss the power
of words as a GM: too many words, choosing descriptive words to make greater impact , and
more. How do you describe an encounter? A NPC? Have you ever been lured to run a Jungle
adventure? Do lost cities, hidden cities and ancient civilizations call to you to run for your
players? The Jungle h Do you set goals each year of what you want to do better with as a
DM-GM? How important do you see self improvement as a GM-DM? Do you write a list and track
Do you as a GM or DM review your year and how you did and what you learned? What are some
things you learned and grew in this year and what are things you se Lost City. You can find all
of the Pathfinder RPG rules free! Of course, hardcover books are available from paizo. This
guide is based on you knowing the basics of Roll20, so more focus can be given to the
Pathfinder-specific parts. This section is mostly relevant to players, even though GMs could
make good use of it. NOTE: The Character Creation steps provided below mainly focus on
manually creating a character using attributes and ability macros. There are community-based
Character Sheets that are available to all roll20 members. There is also an excellent Official
Pathfinder Sheet maintained by Roll There are several ways to set up the player character sheet.
Most important is that the GM makes it available to the player. A good way for the GM is to have
a general Player Character Sheet made already, and simply duplicate it, and give permissions as
suited. Normally those would be that All Players can see, the relevant player can edit. The
things you need to figure out as a GM when making the standard, is how much effort you and
your players should do to make the character. Questions you can ask yourself to find out what
you need on your character sheet and how detailed it should be:. If it's only a one-shot game,
you might not need such elaborate character sheets. The corresponding macros usually aren't
that complex either, but they would still be time-saving. If, on the other hand, you're going to
take your normal Pathfinder-group online, and keep on playing, level after level, hour after hour,

getting the Character Sheet right, already at start, is extremely time-saving. Here is an Inline 4d6
keep the highest 3. I'd encourage getting a picture for your character. Even in a oneshot game,
you'd probably like to add some macros, to shorten waiting time, and maximizing the gaming
time you have. These will be linked to your token, so that they are quick to check and to edit.
You should also add your basic attack, and a full attack, if there's any difference. For tips on
creating the macros, see the example of abilities further down the page. You'd probably not
make them that much of a work, but simply:. But basically you'd want it stripped down to what
you need, even though there's not much work to do it in a decent and good way, which we will
look at now:. There are two ways of saving macros in Roll20, both of which can be very useful in
your session. Normal macros found under My Settings is mainly used by players, and only to
give the abilities a shorter name in the macro quick bar. When using abilities together with
attributes , you get a quick way of doing "everything" with your character. With the Character
Sheet above us, we can make the player really effective, and we don't need to wait for the slow
calculation of adding it all up. We will use the "Character for the Long run" onwards to the
example of Abilities, and also some new ones. You can also find a collection of useful
Pathfinder macros here: Macros - Pathfinder Examples. You should add your character name as
the person you talk to in the drop down menu below your chat, to make this more useful. This
gives you the two hits, both damages if they are hits, and everything with no math involved.
Another strength of this way of doing it, is that every time you wonder how you got to that
number, you can simply check everything in the macro, and it's easy to remove and add effects
and modifiers for later time. This way you get everything in one place. Maybe you want to make
one Macro only for the Grapple rules, or maybe you'd like it better if the GM simply had a
Handout with the basics and included a link? There's also a lot of Skill checks , and some of
them might be good to have in a quick click, and maybe even some quick reminders:. A good
idea is often to have a macro throwing saves , and remembering all the effects that we so often
forget:. You could also do information-macros, to get all your character sheet on the "Attributes
and abilities"-tab. Maybe you'd even want a macro checking the AC , to see why your AC is what
it is, or if you have forgotten to update it:. You could even do creative ones that you normally
don't do in-game, like reminding you what to do when leveling up :. Here's even some Messages
you use often or often enough as you can have as many as you could ever want :. This one
using the function to talk OutOfCharacter, using your username on the account instead of the
selected character name you've selected in the dropdown menu. Basically only the imagination
stops you on how to use the macros efficiently. Please feel free to add new kinds of macros ,
don't be afraid. This macro solves the much asked question "how many rounds can I stay
underwater until I have to breathe? It does this by taking into account the character's
Constitution score and then calculates just how many rounds they can hold their breath. In
addition it gives very clear instructions on what happens after the rounds are up and the
character must start making checks. From now on, players won't find anything useful, there's
no need for players to read on. GMs on the other hand. This is where it gets started. Creating a
game is so incredibly diverse from GM to GM, and they range from creating everything on the
run, while playing, to using months upon months to prepare a grand game setting, meant to last
for several games, sessions, groups and whatever you can prepare. On this Wiki, we will not go
into plots and the history of the game, as much as building the actual maps and what you can
do on Roll Maybe plots and history can come on a later point. Some useful links and tools to
this can be found on the Game Resources page. There's several ways to get this done. You can
use map editors online, a dedicated app, find images online, or create your own within Roll
There's lots of art both reachable by the Art Library, which will help you make the city nice and
usable. Normally this kind of map would be either a map, or simply a concept picture,
depending on how much work you'd like to do. This map should not be so detailed, that it can
be used as a battlemap. What you'd like to do, is to make an overview map, and then make your
own pages with the specific places you want. As mentioned, there's a whole lot of ways to make
these maps. Some may simply use the drawing tools and make basic maps or even some
complex ones. This way you get total control on how you want it, and the only limitations you
have, are your drawing skills and patience. A faster way, but more limiting way, is to use some
of the online tools that's made for this kind of work. They will give you different forms of
freedom, but some really great tools are out there. An even faster way, but even more limiting,
would be to use the Art Library, but still here, you should be able to make some really fantastic
maps, but the Art Library shines at its best on encounter-maps, not citymaps and overland
maps. The definitely fastest way to get city maps, and no doubt the most restricting way, would
be to simply search the net. There's a whole lot of very good maps all over the internet. You can
add much detail to your city, to get some good preparations done. You can use the GM Layer
actively, to get control on what is where. What's the name of the inns? Put them in the GM Layer

on the map with the text-tool. When the players gets to know these names, simply turn to the
GM Layer, and mark them, right click, and choose layer, and send it back to the map layer. This
can be done with main NPCs, maybe the smith in the city, and so on. Marking where these are,
and what is where, gives good consistency when playing. And it's equally easy to make things
you figure out on the fly, to actually be consistent. Example: Player: "What's the name of the
blacksmith? GM: "Emmm Now you simply add a text on the map where they are, with:
"Blacksmith: Wilbur Greatsword". Now the players, and you, will remember where he lives and
what his name was. If you were prepared for this in front of the question, you simply move the
text "Blacksmith: Wilbur Greatsword" to the map layer, so that everyone can see it. For
encounter maps in your city, you need individual pages. It's probably a good idea to make some
general ones, in addition to the specific ones. You never know what the players will do, and the
best way to prepare for this, is to make generic maps. A generic house, would be high priority.
When you are done with what you consider a generic house, a good tips would be to add some
extra squares at the side of the map, which will be covered in fog of war. Here you can add a
bunch of townsfolk tokens, to be prepared. Whenever your players decide to go into a random
house you haven't made a specific map of, you open your generic house page, move some
tokens to fill up the desired places, and then you move the players over to the page, and be
ready. Also here you should not be afraid to name the token, mark the house and name on your
city map with ie. There's much you want to do, and as already said, there's many ways of doing
it. Maybe only a concept picture is what you want, and that is it, maybe only a picture of the
relevant character. Or maybe you want a grand, very detailed map on every possible solution
the players may find. Most of these will be great to have in case of encounters, and with that
you should consider making them like encounter maps, which is a pretty quick job using only
the Art Library of Roll So here's a list on sites you should be prepared to show your players, if
you don't want to just talk them through it, without anything to show like you probably would
have done when playing around a table anyhow. Several of these might not even be present in
the city, or simply off limits for your players. You might consider having several different types
too, if you really want to do a lot of work. A lot from the city creation is also true here, but
there's one special difference. Using the Art Library is way faster and usually it gives you great
diversity and options. It's clear that this is the major intention of Roll20 map-making. There are
some good tips on how to make encounter maps. For instance, if you're going to make a map
over several floors, it might be a good idea to make them all on one page. This is because of the
limitation of Roll20, where you need to have everyone in the same window. To do this, you
simply make your starting floor, and then expand the page size to right or down, accordingly, so
you can start fresh again. Protip : If you're going to make i. Another tips then, is to zoom out
with the zoom-tool, and maybe even expand the page size more than necessary, to make it fit
when you paste it. The pasting may take some time, depending on how much you copy. Also,
you need to mark everything again to move it all. Before moving it, you should make sure it's all
marked as drawing, so it doesn't get distorted by snapping to grid. When you have made
everything match up like you want, you mark everything on your level, and send it back to map
layer. PS: For subscribers, this also works on dynamic lighting-layer. As a GM you never know
when and how your players will end up in an encounter, and thus having some pre-made
generic battle scenes might be a good idea. Here are some suggestions on what you can make
to be a little bit prepared, even though, as the last list, some of these might not even be possible
to reach in your specific game. A good way to keep them more usable, is to not have a road on
them, but laying a road "outside" the map, behind fog of war. This way you can use them and
add the road if needed in just a matter of seconds, and you can lay it as you want for the
situation. Also, making them big enough so that the map size won't hinder the players could be
a good idea. So this is about the Journal, which makes being a GM so much easier. It's also
great for the players to keep info, and for you to have secret notes on characters. The ability to
show to only some characters can be greatly benefited, and you can make finding monsters and
creating a random encounter very quickly especially if you already have done some of the
generic maps already , because of the saved token on the characters. Just a warning, it will
probably fill up pretty fast with NPCs, monsters, handouts and whatever else you find use for
the journal, it is strongly recommended to find a system for tagging already from start. Tips can
be tagging by race, class, location. Example; [Human bartender, Minestown]. You can type
[enc1 for] and get only the ones that are tagged with both forest and encounter 1. This way you
have a mighty organizing tool, if you just make sure you use it from the start. The search also
automatically searches the names of your journal entries. Making a NPC in the journal, is almost
like making a player character, but generally you'd like to be quicker. You should have a
template you can easily duplicate, so that you have basic general attributes and abilities
finished as soon as you put in the needed numbers. The best about making quick NPCs, is that

Paizo has released a book on them. With that follows that they are also easily found on
D20pfsrd and in the PRD. You might want to link them on your character sheet, or simply copy
what's there. You still want to make a basic character, though. Add attributes like HP and AC at
least. Often you will benefit from having stats like perception, sense motive and attack easily at
hand. This would be easily done with macros. This way you don't have to search, type and add
every time you are about to use them. And if you have created some NPCs, you can always
simply copy them, and link them to a new name. If you have a generic bartender, or even a
generic commoner level 1, you can quickly copy it and rename it, so that you can link your
new-found token to it. This helps on consistency and make it very quick to engage an
unprepared battle. But with premade attributes, the macros will do them selves, except from
saves, as soon as you put in all the numbers on the attributes. Some NPCs you'd want your
players to be able to write notes on. If you give the players edit permission on the character
sheets you've created, they also get to see all their attributes and abilities, so you might
consider to put NPCs that the players are interested in, in a handout. And they are also often
easier to control, as you yourself decide what lives in the nearby area, and in that case also
need only to prepare those you know are present. But often it's a good idea to add macros to
the monsters, both so you learn them better, and to make the interactions quicker. It also makes
you remember their qualities better, since they are on the list. Having the monsters ready will
also make you search less when you get into an encounter. Since you just need to find them by
search, and drag the entries in the list over to the map, if you have prepared a token on the
character sheet,m which you should when you create the monster. Handouts on the other hand,
stand out from the others. This is when you want to give your players some intel, and often
want to push it to them. This can on the other hand be different from only: "You find a note,
here". It could as well be a concept picture of a bar, a picture of a challenge, to make everyone
visualize the same thing. It might also be a plain text, that you want to show them, and they will
always be able to find back as you give them permission to watch. It may be loot, which when
the players have decided who shall have it, you can give permission to that player only. The
strength of handouts would be the ability to push it into the face of the players, and the ability to
delegate permission on it. If any players doesn't have permission to see or edit the handout
when you show to players, they won't see it either. There's also other ways to use the handouts.
In example you can make a handout called "Player Equipment", with players always allowed to
see and edit. This would then serve as equipment the players share, and they might also add
their personal gear there, labeled, but often it's easier to have personal gear on their own
character sheet. You should also consider a "Player Journal"-handout in the same manner,
where the players or you can summarize each session. You might also want to build your game
into the handouts, so that you don't need to sit and switch to a PDF or whatever you use, all the
time. This can be done in one gigantic handout or spread across like you want it. With many
parts, tags would also be equally important here, as in all the other cases mentioned. Character
Sheets are a new feature in Roll20 which allow you to use a digital sheet that's similar to a
traditional paper character sheet while playing your game. The creator of a game can choose a
character sheet template when setting up the game, and all characters in the game will use that
sheet template. Use the guides below for specific versions of available character sheets. Visit
our FAQ! Character Vault. Roll20 for Android. Roll20 for iPad. Personal tools Log in. Toolbox
What links here Related changes Special pages. Jump to: navigation , search. Categories : Tips
Games Pathfinder. All rights reserved. Contents 1 Character Creation 1. Guides and Tips
ranging from how to DM, getting started role playing and taking your ttrpg to the next level.
Everything you need to run a nautical campaign! Featuring over 30 different ships, rules for fast
ship-to-ship combat, nearly new Orders that can be given to crew, and a comprehensive system
for making your own ships and sea monsters. Order your copy today. Within this jumbled bag
you can find all the forms, templates, and monster stat cards used in our books and our
Youtube videos. We look at rethinking general concepts in new ways, take narrative GMing to a
new level and engage your players like never before. Here we look at how you can add spice to
your characters, look at more complex issues, but also look at how you can deal with the other
player characters at your table. Here we look at complex issues such as roleplaying different
genders, and challenging you on character design and roleplay. Based on his online video
tutorials, Guy explores the topics that make-up a great campaign in his own unique way and
challenges you to think creatively in each chapter, whilst also revealing how he does it, why he
does it, and what happens when it all goes wrong! The Campaign Creator series, where we go
weekly into building and creating your campaign, from campaign design, plot points, maps,
characters and the world they live in. Looking for ideas, stuck in a rut, or just curious for a
unique tale? How do you prevent GM vs Player mentality? Where the game master seems to be [
So you've watched The Mandalorian, or many westerns where bounties are being posted, or

even [ So you may not enjoy doing accents or its not something you feel comfortable doing, [
We take a look at random tables, tables that offer random names, events and other [ So what's
the difference between homebrew and pre-generated material for tabletop roleplaying games?
We show [ From accents, to expressions to tone, we show you how to express yourself as the [
With now upon us, we can take a look at what your goals and [ A world that is alive feels real,
and consequences feel more impactful. Where whilst your [ So you've played all the roleplaying
systems out there, or just think you have a [ Are you a novice GM? Or an experienced one? So
you got a game tonight, but what to prepare? I show you my ideas [ In the meantime, may I offer
you some guides over some campaign planning? Our Game Master Tips and Player Character
Tips can be for Dungeons and Dragons DnD , Pathfinder, Star Wars or other role playing
systems and role playing games RPGs , these guides will help you bring the best out of your
character, enhance your game master skills and ensure you have a happy gaming experience!
So even as a new Dungeon Master or new to role playing in general we can get your started, so
you and your fellow role players will have a blast. Get our monthly update, where you get quick
updates of all the guides and tips we release each month. We also send out a weekly
notification when a new video is out. Email address:. Remember me Log in. Lost your
password? From How to be a DM to the intricacies of how to start your campaign. About us Our
Books. A Complete Guide to Nautical Campaigns! Find out more. The great gm Bag of Holding
Within this jumbled bag you can find all the forms, templates, and monster stat cards used in
our books and our Youtube videos. Take a look. Our tabletop roleplaying guides. The Wanderer
GM For those looking to add more complex ideas and concepts to their games. The Master GM
We look at rethinking general concepts in new ways, take narrative GMing to a new level and
engage your players like never before. Acolyte PC For total beginners and for those who just
got into the world of roleplaying a character View. The Knight PC Here we look at how you can
add spice to your characters, look at more complex issues, but also look at how you can deal
with the other player characters at your table. The Lord PC Here we look at complex issues such
as roleplaying different genders, and challenging you on character design and roleplay View.
View all guides. Our weekly schedule. Watch on YouTube. During the show, Guy does reviews
of Youtube content you should be aware of, runs a Creative Writing session, answers your
questions and game challenges, and sometimes even awards XP to people in the chatâ€¦.
Homebrew â€” Which One is Better for You. Upcoming Events. About Us Guides. Search for:.
No products in the cart. We use cookies to manage your cart as well as for us to improve your
browsing experience. For more information please see our Privacy Policy. More info Accept.
The thing is, a good two-thirds of my articles are written as a result of my getting tired of
listening to GMs complain about stupid things. Or give bad advice about how to fix stupid
things. Do you want me to write an article on a specific topic? Go ahead and start complaining
about a stupid thing and then send me a link. My point is, I have a lot of trouble listening to GMs
getting worked up over stupid, nonsensical things. I think actually wasting time on that little
non-argument was a waste of virtual ink. Or pixels. Whatever blog entries waste. Because GMs
have been making a big deal about it for years. Use table tents. Ask a player to track it. Never
mind that there are literally five hundred pages of rules to the goddamned game you have to
manage. Never mind all of that. We need to fix THAT pronto. See above. On a piece of paper!
And, you know what? It actually seemed like a funny idea. And I was thinking of doing just that.
But, two things stopped me. Hell, even this overly long intro is going to transition into
something much bigger than actually just how to track initiative. I use my blog wrong. I use
Twitter wrong. I do it all wrong. And the only reason I can get away with that is by actually
saying valuable, useful things. So, I railed against that. But there will be. In fact, the initiative
tracking issue and various proposed solutions just lead to the pacing issue. How to run a battle.
And good GMs eventually stumble on the process. It varies a little from GM to GM, but the
essential steps are always the same. So, this article is about how to track initiative using a
simple list of numbers. They just mask them. And why delegating initiative is pretty much the
worst thing you can do for combat. The thing is, you â€” as the GM â€” have absolute control
over the pace of combat. Combat is supposed to be exciting, fast-paced, and tense. And it relies
on momentum to keep the tension high. And, like everything in the game, you â€” the GM â€”
have to maintain the proper pace. You have to be in control. Initiative tracking is not just about
whose turn it is. See, initiative â€” as the controller of the turn and round order â€” literally sets
the foundation for the pace of the entire combat. It also helps narrate the combat. And narration
is the tool by which you maintain the pace. Let me explain. First, the combat begins with
scene-setting narration, just like any scene. The GM describes the situation and gives the
players the information they need to make their first set of decisions in the combat round. Next,
the combat actually starts to play out. And it plays out in turns and rounds. Each turn â€” each
turn taking by a PC, that is â€” follows a simple process. Now, the funny thing about this is that

steps 1 and 5 are not even often thought of as steps. GM: Alice, your turn. GM: You hit the
goblin. Roll for damage. Alice: 6 bludgeoning damage. GM: Great. You hit for six damage. Bob,
your turn. What do you do? GM: Damage? GM: You charge the goblin and smash it with your
mace, bringing it to a stop. And the difference is entirely in the transitions. The flow of combat
is like a dolphin. Ever watch dolphins swimming along the surface? They tend to follow a wave
pattern. They jump out of water in an arc and then plunge down under the surface. Then they
swim back up toward the surface, jump out again, then then plunge down under the water. That
wave pattern demonstrates the interplay between narrative and mechanics in a well-run combat.
See, dolphins need to breathe air. And if they are trying to cover a lot of distance quickly, they
need to breathe a lot. Just like how when you run, you breathe more quickly. So, they leap up
out of the water, take a breathe, and then plunge down under the water to swim. Jump, breathe,
plunge, swim. The swimming maintains the forward momentum, the breathing keeps them from
â€” you know â€” dying. You have to keep doing them or there is no game. The narrative is what
drives the momentum of the game forward. And that is why every turn in combat begins and
ends with narrative. And then we break out of that to resolve the mechanics and take a breath of
air. Then, splash, back down into the water. Those transitions are important on a fundamental
level. They keep combat exciting and interesting. In fact, they are more important than huge
amounts of description. In fact, in fact, they are more important to the pace and flow and
narrative of combat than convincing your players to describe their actions in excruciating detail.
They will. I swear they will. But only if you pace it properly. You have to move the spotlight from
one character to the next. And if you do that in a wholly mechanical way, you lose the flow. And
that means you need the initiative tracking in front of you and easily referenced so that you can
weave that list of numbers into something remotely interesting narratively. Even if all you do is
remind the player of what just happened. And when you get good at this, the transitions out of
one turn and into another meld together. The resolution of one action sets the scene for the
next. Now Bob can act. GM: The goblin leaps aside, dodging your axe. He tries to dart past you
to close with Dave. You get an opportunity attack. Roll it. Bob: GM: The goblin dodges that too
and dashes forward, lunging at Dave with his shortsword. Dave: GM: Ouch. He stabs you in the
side for 6 piercing damage, sending you stumbling backwards while the other two goblins draw
to a stop and face Alice and Bob head on. Alice, the goblin recovers his breath from your blow
and thrusts his shortsword. A crit! You take 12 damage. Alice: Damn it! Butâ€¦ Bob sees him
coming and dodges the blow. Bob: Phew. GM: The goblins range themselves in front of Alice
and Bob while a third goblin is ready to strike another blow at Dave. Carol, they seem to be
ignoring you. What do you? See how this works? Can you see the dolphin leaping up into
mechanics and down into the narrative. A flow? Read it out loud. Right now, read it out loud.
How does it sound? A few years ago, I went to a con and had some sort of mental breakdown
wherein I decided to actually be a player at a game. But whatever. What happened was this. The
GM asked us to roll initiative. We all did. Then he took out a piece of paper. And they each gave
their score. And he listened to both and then wrote them both down. And then he asked if
anyone had over And there was a person and also a monster. So he made some more notes.
And he kept going on like this until he had all the initiatives recorded. It was weird. And it
required more cognitive load from the GM than initiative really should. Because he has to ask
about three numbers, add one more, put them all in sequence, decide how to resolve ties, and
so on. Me: Roll initiative. Alice: 14 Me [quick note]: Bob? Bob: 8 Me [quick note]: Carol? Carol:
22! Me [quick note]: Cool. Dave: â€¦ 7. Me [quick note]: Ouch. That sucks. Me [rolls dice, adds
three monsters, done]. It is an extremely quick pass around the table with no extraneous
questions and no extra wasted time. The game is stopped. Start with a piece of paper, right?
Imagine the top of paper is like 30 or 40 or whatever. And the bottom of the piece of paper is 0.
Now, you ask each player and, by the way, I use character names their initiative. If the number is
high, it goes near the top. Write the number and the first letter of their name down. For example,
Alice got a Bob got 8. But you always leave a space until you add your monsters. So that you
can squeeze monsters in there. Then, you roll for your monsters and add them to the list. You
can abbreviate them however you want. Both of you? Okay, who rolled higher? And THEN, you
can add on the monster hit points. For example, my sniper has 16 HP. The ogre has 48 HP. And
there are two skirmishers with 12 HP each. Now, I have their max HP right there. And, for that
matter, you can add other notes too. Like, if someone is poisoned for three rounds, you can
write a quick note next to them. You can scribble the hell all over this thing. As for tracking HP,
do it as quickly as possible. Tick marks work well at low levels when the damage is small. Or
you can write and cross out numbers and count up. Whatever is the most comfortable. It gives
you all of the info you need to narrate and pace the combat. How hurt is that ogre? Now, this is
pretty simple, right? And it does everything you need. Not index cards. Not table tents. Yeah, I
really did buy one. You want it? Let me know. But how do you keep a combat moving once the

idiot players get involved. These are the two things that create the pace and tension of combat.
And these are also the things that keep the players moving forward. Urgency refers to a
situation that requires immediate attention. When there is a dire weevil chewing on your face,
that is urgency. When the cleric is bleeding to death, that is urgency. When the goblins have
surged past you and are threatening to stab the hell out of the wizard and the rogue, that is
urgency. Urgency are things that have to be handled. Exigency is similar but different. I could
use game examples, but the real world provides the best example. That is exigency. And you, as
a GM, need to create those two sensations. To make it feel like an emergency, like a life or death
situation. And the trick to urgency is entirely in narration. Like I said above, what really matters
is the scene-setting and the transitions. At the start of each round of combat, you should be
setting the scene. In fact, it can be short. It can be matter-of-fact. What it does is emphasize the
problems all around the PCs. Another goblin is standing over Carol as she lays critically injured
and dying. Try to guess what emergency the character would see as the most important. That
urgency is still enough to kickstart the player brain. The ogre is raising his massive maul,
readying for another swing. But Bob is taking shots from that archer and Carol is dying. And
you should never, ever NOT do that. Also, this practice of creating urgency is what keeps the
players focused. Some folks argue that letting the players see the initiative somehow helps
them better prepare for their turn. A sense of urgency keeping them focused on the battle does
more for helping them stay ready than all your table tents and initiative cards ever will. Or, more
specifically, I understand that, in a life-or-death battle, the proper feeling for a player is
near-panic. Players should feel panicked and rushed in combat because the characters are
panicked and rushed in combat. Most GMs are quite happy to let their players take all the time
in the world to decide on things or to converse amongst themselves about the best course of
action. And if not, you need to prompt them. And I am not. If you want to, I will support you. I am
totally fine with the drill sergeant approach to GMing. BUT, that is not what you have to do to
create exigency. But you do have to make it clear that players need to make quick decisions or
lose something. In the past, if a player took too long to decide, I put them on delay. So I assume
they take the Parry action. Precisely once. A lost turn is literally the worst thing that can happen
to a player except for an actual dead PC. How much time do you allow your players? Well, it
depends on how experienced they are. I generally cut new players SOME slack, but my baseline
is zero seconds. I allow my players zero seconds to start talking at the start of their turn. Not
one second. The players have been watching the battle go by for several turns before it comes
back to them. But boredom is a luxury. You can only get bored if you have time to get bored.
You get tense. Now, exigency and urgency work together. That way, when you lay into the
exigency, they have a starting point. The little bit of narration â€” that scene setting â€” is vital
to prompting the player. You need both. It creates the right pace and frame of mind and actually
helps the player focus and reach a good decision quickly. But the trick is to just start doing it
and not let up. They will get better and better at handling it just like you get better and better at
running it. They will make decisions more quickly, they will be more attentive, and they will
make better overall decisions. But it IS a gradual process. It takes one to three sessions for
everyone to fall into that groove. You need to be like a frantic drill sergeant dolphin. You need to
get into the zone. Set the scene, transition to the first player, set the scene, poll the player,
resolve the action, apply and describe the results, transition away from the player to the next
player, set the scene, poll the player, resolve the action, apply and describe the results, and so
on and so on. Now, the absolute worst thing that can happen to a panicked drill sergeant
dolphin as it races through the ocean, soaring into the air with the majesty of a gray slimy eagle,
and plunging into into the water like a bottle-nosed bullet, is that it hits a speedbump. Maybe it
is swimming through a school zone or something. The point is, a speedbump can literally kill a
racing dolphin. But it still happens. When a character moves, the player and the DM often think
that the actual path is important. That is to say, you have to show every square through which
the PC moves. Fair enough. But, hold on a second. After all, we have the game marked out in
squares, right? So it should be pretty easy to eyeball how far a character can move unless the
character takes a complicated path through difficult terrain or something. Usually, PCs move
pretty directly. If there is a safe path between the starting space and the destination, assume the
character takes it. Simple as that. Simply put, assume that a character is smart enough to take
the most direct safe path available. And only in situations where it is literally impossible to take
a safe, direct path in the speed allowed, do you need to start nitpicking over squares. Provide
simple choices. The other major source of slowdown is looking up rules. It can be anything
from how a spell works to a particular ability to the specific rules of jumping over a chasm.
Every time you crack open a rulebook, you might as well just go out and shoot a dolphin in the
head. They should get to know the rules of their characters and spells and whatever or have
whatever references they need on hand at the table. If I catch a player with their head buried in a

rulebook instead of talking to me, I generally take the rulebook away. Players project
themselves into the minds of their characters, visualize the situation, and make the decision
they think their character would make. The rules belong to the GM. And the GM will make a
determination. This, again, is one of those things that a lot of people argue with me about.
Because they have decided their games should suck. If you want your game to suck, by all
means, make it suck. Now, some people â€” some GMs â€” like to make allowances for
spellcasters, because there are so many spells with so many complex rules. Either way is fine.
But those are the only two options. And if neither are to your liking, you can be a fighter. Of
course, I also went out and bought the 5E spell cards for precisely that reason. But that other
stuff â€” tracking initiative, transitioning, scene-setting, urgency, and exigency? You want a
smooth, exciting, fast-paced combat experience? Try it. Try it for three sessions. Because my
instructions are perfect. Hi Angry, I have been reading your articles for a month , plus older
ones and i wanted to tell you how awsome you are. After my rant i want to thank you for helping
improve my games even if i am a complete stranger, article like yours is what the world needs.
About the spreadsheet, do people really overcomplicate things for turns so much? Really good
point on the spellcaster. What annoys me the most in my group is when a player playing a
wizard says he casts a spell, and then proceeds to take out the spell description and read the
whole thing out loud. Every DM should require the players to read through all the features their
class has at least once. By reading your articles I understand that I allow way too much at my
table. Did you pick that class because the name looked cool? Given my circumstances, is there
anything I should do to prepare them for it? Or give them a warning of some sort? I like the
suggestion that Randy makes here. Losing your action is enough of a penalty for hesitance.
Giving additional penalties is just needless dickery. And, for that matter, gives another thing to
keep track of, which you usually want to minimize. Seriously, good article, but I am somewhat
disappointed by the section on exigency. The whole exigency bit can be handled Dungeon
World style. Actually, no. Only one tiny part of what I said was like Dungeon World. As for how
to set up cool opportunities, THAT has nothing to do with pacing combat. THAT has to do with
how you are designing encounters in the first place. GMs need to maintain the pace of the
game. Pacing is an important narrative tool. More important than most narrative tools. It has to
be done. And players will take as much time as you give them. GMs and players have different
goals when it comes to managing combat. I do the initiative tracking and hp thing a lot like you
do. Me and another player told him in combat his biggest job is to just write that shit down. We
both broke out our notebooks and showed him how nearly every page was just lists of names
with numbers by them and monsters crossed out when they died. Things were moving to slow
and we just needed him to write this shit down so we can keep combat moving. Sometimes 4
groups get a 13 and I only have enough space between the 15 guy and the 10 guy for 2 but I
manage to squeeze them in somehow. What do you think is the proper way to balance
description on both sides of the screen? Your job is to make the world come alive and create a
story, and if the players are narrating kills the narration you could be adding to kills is lost. You
should be using that opportunity to fill out the experience. The reason this problem is still
around is because it is very difficult to really understand that people have different ways of
enjoying the game. As for engaging directly with mechanics, I find that perfectly sensible
mid-combat where there are lots of specific rules to cover it. From how to handle turn order to
how to brush your teeth most people are doing it completely wrong , not properly teaching
things is a plague. Great stuff Angry! I was a little astounded to learn that initiative tracking is
an ongoing and difficult issue for people, but we learn somthing new everyday! Either way the
stuff about in combat transitions between actions is brilliant, and I simply love your approach to
player hesitation during actions! Well no more! Thanks for all your work making the gaming
community a better place! Something we can purchase? I have all of them in PDF, then I printed
them out to a binder. Guess a tabbed binder is the way to go though. That is, when you come to
a PC initiative slot the players as a whole decide who should take their action at that point. Any
advice for keeping the narrative moving under those circumstances? A speed bump not
mentioned is players asking questions when their turn is up. For example, Dave behind the tree
is probably going to ask for ranges of monsters and proximity to other players when deciding
what spell to use assuming Dave is a caster. How does one get over that very common speed
bump? Just when I think I have it all figured out, you come and improve my game even more.
Thanks, Angry. Great article, Angry. I have been trying to tighten up my game for some time
now. My first idea was to try group initiative, but it seems that turning initiative over to the
players without a specific person selected makes things worse rather than better â€” too much
speed sacrificed for flexibility. Great article, really glad this came out before my game tomorrow
where I will probably be DMing the first combat of a new campaign. I chuckle and grin while
reading through these articles. They make my day and make my games better. But that was the

first line that broke me. I made the connection, realized the truth of it, and barked out a laugh
loud enough to upset the office. Well played sir. Great article, I found myself giggling when you
showed how to write numbers on a piece of paper. We never counted out squares when I
started playing, we just described what we did, and let the GM decide if it was possible. Plus it
encourages 2 dimensional thinking. That is why I have begun pulling out and using more of my
Warhammer terrain for my role playing group. I am trying to teach that. There is nothing I hate
more than the players who take forever to decide what they are doing, like every move is a
Grandmaster Chess game another reason I hate square maps. But how do you accurately run
combat without a map? Things like distance and vision become very.. If my group encounters 5
goblins, where do you put distances? How far away are the players from the goblins? How can
a player decide where a goblin is hiding? How do you check for cover, because you basically
decide as a GM if another player or tree is in between, whether on a grid the player would
obviously move his token so that he has a clear shot. To me not using a grid and tokens makes
combat feel unfair towards the players, as the GM decides everything. So I just skip to the next
paragraph. It cuts my reading time a little. I regularly think to myself after reading an article that
you could cut , words out, and still retain the angry DM argument you presented. Keep up the
good work! That is how I read it, too. Great content, just have to scan paste the branded fluff to
get to the solid gold nuggets. Often enough I will recognize the advice you drop. So many
suggestions and ideas end up in the basket of things I have heard and read before, and I hav
certainly read your profanity before. And time-limits, and get-the-book-off-the-table, and health
tracking. These things are not new to me; and your reinforcing of it makes me feel like a good
DM. I have players that occasionally let their minds wander, and now I never need to ask them to
stop again. Their blow holes have specifically evolved so that they only momentarily have to
break the surface of the water to take an entire lung full. Soâ€¦ technically, there is no science
that says I am wrong, is there. Thanks for writing this! I had been fiddling with the mechanics.
The action will flow from interval 6 down to interval 1. All specific actions within one interval are
assumed to occur simultaneously, and prior to all actions within lower intervals. Pooled combat
is evaluated in the usual way in interval 0, after all specific actions have been completed. The
GM then transitions to the next round. Why not go the hippy route and do away with codified
initiative? When it would normally be time for the next person in the order either have the
person who just went nominate the next person to go or narrate a situation and ask who will
respond to it. Once everyone has gone the next round starts. It might make it easier to weave
what mechanics you do have together without it seeming cumbersome. Well, leaving aside the
issue of ceding control of pacing to the players, I want to be able to intersperse monster actions
with player actions in an impartial way. Angry has a good article he wrote about cutting off
monster parts ala the hydra that might be useful for you. I hope your changes pan out for you
and deliver that dynamic feel we all try to capture in our action scenes. Brilliant, as always. I
mean, players always use the same characters and know their options very well, while GMs
have to know every day a different kind of NPC, with different skills, feats, and abilities. Do you
put yourself, as GM, under the Zero seconds rule? This would probably be covered in your prep.
Learn your monsters and abbreviate their stat blocks so that you can quickly refresh your
memory. This is what has always kind of bugged me about random encounters. You really have
to spec them out ahead of time and then use a dice roll to determine which prepped encounter
you run. Another nice thing about pre-prepping random encounters is that it also gives you an
opportunity to introduce the encounter. Are the monsters on patrol? Resting when you stumble
upon them? Stuff like that. You might find its useful for you to have a co-GM or have your
players pitch in. Tactical minded players typically love to play the monsters. Print out separate
stat blocks you can give out to them and let the players take some of that burden off of you.
This is even better if the party is split, someone is unconscious, etc. One thing that I am doing
in my current campaign 5e levels is that I have decided on five separate types of monsters:
smoke elementals, skeletons, drakes, dinosaurs, and mind flayers. To help with this, the mind
flayers always have the same spells, the drakes are all color-coded, and every smoke elemental
has the same approximate ability list. Technically, this gives players an advantage, because
upon seeing a mind flayer for the third time, they know exactly what spells to watch out for, and
how to tactically approach the combats. This is a good thing. Rewarding paying attention and
smart play is part of what makes RPGs fun. That way, I have a general idea of how he
approaches each situation. Wonderful article. I guess this include 3. This actually happens
pretty frequently. If you put a static order on a piece of paper, guess what happens after a few
uses of those actionsâ€¦ your order goes to the bin. That is why the PF Initiative Trackers is so
awesome. One tip for speeding up the narrative-shattering initiative rolls, is to do all of them at
the start of the session, before you get into the game. Have each player give you half a dozen
initiative rolls more if your session has more encounters that may require initiative and write

them down in whatever order you want. You could even create several of those Angry-like lists
and have them ready for each combat. One trick, if you have those metagamers at your table, is
to not always ask for the exact number of rolls as you have potential combat situations. You
could ask for the same number every session regardless of how much combat you will have, or
vary the number randomly. Players can save resources all they want, just not for this reason. I
prefer to use cards folded in half on my DM screen for initiative. On my side it has their Name,
AC, and passive perception. I can see the AC of my Critters and the Players and know instantly
if an attack hits or misses. I just describe the results. Same deal for perception for hiding
rogues. It can create tension with the players, when I add a new card into the order. A wild
Snorlack appears! I asked him where the heck such a weird idea came from and he pointed to
his role model DM, the dude from Critical Role. I proceeded to try to watch the seriesâ€¦. Thanks
to your article, I now better understand why that show bores me so much despite wanting to like
it due to the nice voices. Which is pretty useless knowledge but hey. Thanks for the article, I ran
my session last night with your system. Combat was much faster, and more importantly, it
reflected the chaos and confusion of battle. No time to think, no time to confer during the battle,
just make the same call your character probably would with only a second or two to choose. It
was great! My favorite moment was when the cleric announced he was going to cast a spell and
another player tried to open a discussion regarding whether that was the best choice. I shut it
down and forced the first player to decide then and there whether to go ahead or not. The
characters adapted almost immediately, and we were able to zip through two large battles in a
short 2. Thanks for the practical advice. It was SO boringâ€¦. I just started DMing 5e. I devised a
similar initiative system, though I use a Dry Erase board save the trees! I did have paper tags for
all the players ordered around my board the same way they sit around the table, and then made
notes next to them. Keep It Simple Stupid strategy. Pingback: Can two players play one
character? Do you roll initiatives first,or do you play out the Surprise round first then roll
initiatives? I play out the surprise round, then roll initiative, since the surprise round tends to
set the tone for the scene. What do you do when players get into stacking up multiple actions in
a turn, say, bonus actions and the like? Do you do the full dolphin-cycle for each action, or
maybe mechanic-out all the multiple actions in the middle? Does it even matter? That said, yes,
it IS a fuzzy line. Popcorn Initiative is cool for the reasons I said it was. And, because of the way
it works, it changes the entire combat pacing dynamic. And that passive record keeping is what
kills the pace. Hey Angry. Keep on being cool, and thanks for helping us be better DMs! Great
article, I needed to read that as I have the problems that this post confronts and details how to
correct. I am looking forward to enhancing combat encounters especially, but I can see how the
same rules could exist for tense social encountersâ€¦ Like badguys hostage or kidnapping
situation where great choices in a limited amount of time matters! This is brilliant, all of it! And
the only thing going on there is an awareness of transitions and scene setting. How to Actually
Make a List of Numbers A few years ago, I went to a con and had some sort of mental
breakdown wherein I decided to actually be a player at a game. Now, this is how initiative works
at my table. Me [rolls dice, adds three monsters, done] It is an extremely quick pass around the
table with no extraneous questions and no extra wasted time. How do I perform this magical
feat of pure genius? And with practice, you can do it really quickly. When the next fight breaks
out, you draw a line and track the next fight on the same page. And the next one after that. You
can fit three or four fights across one sheet of scratch paper. Roll your death save. Avoiding the
Speedbumps Now, the absolute worst thing that can happen to a panicked drill sergeant
dolphin as it races through the ocean, soaring into the air with the majesty of a gray slimy eagle,
and plunging into into the water like a bottle-nosed bullet, is that it hits a speedbump. The same
goes for lines of sight. Learn to eyeball them and make them easy. Done and done. Or worse the
preview of the article is the article minus one frase. Thank you. This is awesome. My players are
totally going to freak out and quit, but I love it anyway! Anyway, I really enjoyed the useful
information presented in this article. Thanks Angry. Soâ€¦ basically Dungeon World then? Great
article! It works, gonna start bringing in the urgency and exigency stuff at the next session.
Brilliant article. Lots of good advice here. I should have said that the urgency, exigency and turn
narration are all gold! Thanks again. Not reading the other comments, just diving in with my
thoughts. Good points on narrative, I am trying to get better at that with the campaign I run. I
like this. Until that happens, please keep it up. Good article BTW. Thanks for this
thought-provoking article. About tracking initiative. Great article. Just a personal preference.
Great article as always, keep up the good work. This is also brilliantâ€¦the less time writing
down notes, the better! I proceeded to try to watch the seriesâ€¦ Thanks to your article, I now
better understand why that show bores me so much despite wanting to like it due to the nice
voices. Angry, Thanks for the article, I ran my session last night with your system. How do you
handle a Surprise round? Hey Angry, What do you do when players get into stacking up

multiple actions in a turn, say, bonus actions and the like? So, yeah, you missed that bit. Irony
level I think the word you are looking for is hypocrisy. And neither irony or hypocrisy make my
advice any less correct. Free Master Guide Alert:. Johnn Has Been Featured On. I've been
helping game masters have more fun at every game since with 13 books, 3 online courses, and
1, articles for serious GMs who quest to level-up their storytelling. I wanted to reach and thank
you for the GM aides. I have been using them over the last few days and they have sped up my
preps 10 fold. We are all having a blast and I just wanted to thank you for your time and effort,
it's really appreciated. Thanks for writing so many useful tips and offering so much help for
DMs onilne. Your tips help me think of different ways to approach and craft experiences for the
players that they will talk about for years to come. Never forget an NPC's name or detail again.
Use this workbook to become an better organized game master. Privacy Policy Disclaimer.
Download Your Free Book Now. Includes 87 example 5 Room Dungeons for instant inspiration.
Hi Johnn, I wanted to reach and thank you for the GM aides. Hello there Johnn, Thank you so
much for your advice over the past months since I have joined your mailing list. Many thanks.
Hey Johnn, I subscribed awhile ago and it's the most useful email feed that I follow. Without
your tips, my game would not be nearly as interesting or exciting. Get Your Free Workbook
Now. A perfect reference while you're GMing. Download Encounter Seeds Now. This simple tool
makes running your campaigns smoother. It tracks all your essential details. Get Your Free
Campaign Organizer. Featured Game Master Tips. The Mother Of All Character Questionnaires
Use this list of questions to construct or add to your own character questionnaire. Character
depth comes from player introspection. Prod your players to put a little thought into their PCs.
This will pay you a lot of dividends as your campaigns progresses. You can use answers to
design around ch
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aracter drives, roleplay off character details, and engage players beyond mere numbers. Read
More. Wilderness Encounter Ideas For Game Masters November 13, The ton of great wilderness
encounter ideas in this article make this one of the best supplemental[ GMing Gods, Demons
And Immortals How do you GM over-powered beings like demons and gods, and still give the
players the sense of accomplishment and great memories that such encounters create? Use
these random tables and charts to build capsule stat blocks for guilds complete with juicy
campaign hooks. Use this tool halfway through sessions to crank up table energy again. Thanks
to Roleplaying Tips GM[ Here's a very cool system for generating Kingdom Events. Tables
included. So, as I reviewed all the seeds when[ Assign basic stats and create agendas tracked
with progress clocks. Let's make things more fun for ourselves and our players using these d6
tables of dangers, goals, and plot twists for ideas. Insert Content Template or Symbol.

